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Abstract—As technology scales, the aging effect caused by
negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) has become a major
reliability concern. In the mean time, reducing leakage power
remains to be one of the key design goals. Because both NBTI-in-
duced circuit degradation and standby leakage power have a
strong dependency on the input vectors, input vector control
(IVC) technique could be adopted to reduce the leakage power
and mitigate NBTI-induced degradation. The IVC technique,
however, is ineffective for larger circuits. Consequently, in this
paper, we propose two gate replacement algorithms [direct gate
replacement (DGR) algorithm and divide and conquer-based gate
replacement (DCBGR) algorithm], together with optimal input
vector selection, to simultaneously reduce the leakage power and
mitigate NBTI-induced degradation. Our experimental results
on 23 benchmark circuits reveal the following. 1) Both DGR
and DCBGR algorithms outperform pure IVC technique by
15%–30% with 5% delay relaxation for three different design
goals: leakage power reduction only, NBTI mitigation only, and
leakage/NBTI cooptimization. 2) The DCBGR algorithm leads to
better optimization results and save on average more than 10
runtime compared to the DGR algorithm. 3) The area overhead
for leakage reduction is much more than that for NBTI mitigation.

Index Terms—Gate replacement, internal node control (INC),
leakage power, negative bias temperature instability (NBTI).

I. INTRODUCTION

A S TECHNOLOGY scales, negative bias temperature in-
stability (NBTI) is emerging as one of the major relia-

bility degradation mechanisms [1]. NBTI occurs when pMOS
transistors are negatively biased (i.e., ) at elevated
temperature, causing a shift in the threshold voltages. Over a
long period of time, such shifts can potentially cause a sig-
nificant increase in the delay of pMOS devices [2], and result
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in about 10%–20% degradation in the circuit speed, potentially
leading to a functional failure [3]. Consequently, it is important
to model, analyze, and mitigate the impact of the NBTI effect
on the circuit performance.

Early research on NBTI mainly focused on the analysis of
the threshold voltage degradation and the impact on the drive
current of semiconductor devices [4]. Later, many researchers
studied the NBTI modeling and mitigation techniques on
various design abstraction levels. Analytical compact models
[5]–[9] that evaluate NBTI effects using power-law timing
degradation were proposed to help designers estimate the
NBTI-induced performance degradation. Based on these tran-
sistor level compact models, circuit level NBTI degradation
analysis models were proposed [10]–[12], and static timing
analysis (STA) techniques considering NBTI degradation were
proposed [13], [14]. Based on these NBTI-aware circuit per-
formance degradation models and STA techniques, researchers
have investigated design techniques that can mitigate the NBTI
effects. These techniques can be classified into two types: 1)
NBTI compensation techniques, which include gate/transistor
sizing [11], [15], dynamic adjustment [16], [17],
guard-banding [18], etc., and 2) NBTI mitigation techniques,
which include lower supply voltage/temperature/signal proba-
bility [13], bit-flipping technique for SRAM [19], NBTI-aware
synthesis [20], input vector control (IVC) [14], [21], [22], etc.

These previous works, however, estimated the NBTI-induced
lifetime degradation with the assumption that the circuits op-
erate all the time. Practically, not every application requires
the underlying hardware to operate at the highest performance
level all the time. Modules in which the computation is burst
are often idle. There are periods during which the pMOS tran-
sistors are under static stress condition. Many pMOS transis-
tors affected by NBTI can be found in both combinational and
storage blocks when the gate inputs are set to be “0” during the
standby time, leading to a larger degradation. Consequently, it
is important to accurately estimate the NBTI-induced degrada-
tion at the standby time, in order to safely guard-band the cir-
cuit performance, and to find design techniques to mitigate such
degradation.

IVC is a well-studied technique for leakage power reduction
[23]–[31] at circuit standby time. Since NBTI also depends on
the input patterns, IVC can be used to mitigate the NBTI ef-
fect during the standby mode. Fig. 1 shows the relation between
the leakage power and the circuit delay degradation caused by
NBTI, under different input vectors. One can observe that, given
the required constraints for both leakage and delay degradation
(the region in Fig. 1), a set of input vectors can be preselected
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Fig. 1. Leakage power versus delay degradation for different input vectors.

and applied to the entire circuit at the standby mode, such that
the total leakage power and the delay degradation are minimized
simultaneously. In this example, less than 1% of the sampled
input patterns provide the minimum of both circuit delay degra-
dation and the leakage power.

Our previous work [14] proposed a method to select the best
input vectors from the minimum leakage vector set. However,
the best input vectors for minimizing the leakage power may
not be the best ones to minimize NBTI-induced degradation.
Furthermore, we did not consider the difference of NBTI ef-
fects between active and standby time, the results claimed only
3% saving of the circuit degradation at 90-nm technology node.
Our recent research showed that IVC technique, which leads to
around 30% circuit performance saving for 90/65/45-nm tech-
nology nodes, is proved to be effective for mitigating NBTI-in-
duced degradation during the standby time [21]. Jaume et al.
[22] used different input vectors to change the zero-probability
of internal pMOS transistors, so that the degradation was evenly
distributed. The effect of this technique on an adder was evalu-
ated, but detailed research for generic random logic is needed.

Although pure IVC techniques have been evaluated for miti-
gating the NBTI effect, they are not sufficiently effective when
the circuits become larger. How to efficiently find the optimal
results for both leakage power and NBTI-induced circuit degra-
dation remains a problem. Some researchers have proposed
internal node control (INC) [32]–[37] techniques to reduce
leakage power, such as gate replacement [32]–[34], control
point insertion [36], [37], and sleep transistor insertion [35], in
which control point insertion and sleep transistor insertion will
change the gate structure. Because the NBTI effect strongly
depends on the circuit internal logic values, INC can also be
used to mitigate NBTI-induced circuit degradation. In this
paper, we prefer one of the INC techniques: gate replacement
technique. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to achieve NBTI-induced degradation mitigation and leakage
power reduction simultaneously by using INC technique.

Bild et al. [38] and we [39] independently and simultaneously
published similar INC techniques at the same conference. The

Fig. 2. INC: Control point insertion.

Fig. 3. How to replace an NAND2 gate by an NAND3 gate.

INC method proposed in [38] can be called “control point inser-
tion” technique, which forces the gate output to a specific value
when circuit is standby (see Fig. 2), to mitigate NBTI-induced
degradation. In fact, their technique is similar to gate replace-
ment proposed by us. For example, an NAND2 gate can be re-
placed by an NAND3 gate, by adding a pMOS transistor in par-
allel with the pull-up network and adding an nMOS transistor
in series with the pull-down network (see Fig. 3), this operation
is the same as the left figure in Fig. 2. The replacement of NOR

gate is the same as the right figure in Fig. 2. The advantage of
“control point insertion” is that any gate output can be forced
either high or low, but with gate replacement method, only cer-
tain output value can be forced. However, gate replacement does
not destroy gate structure, the standard cell library can be di-
rectly used; On the other hand, with “control point insertion”,
it may introduce extra stacking effect [20], [38] (for example,
we modify an NAND2 gate by the method of the right figure in
Fig. 2 will introduce extra stacking effect).

In this paper, based on the previous gate replacement algo-
rithm for leakage reduction [33], [34], we propose two fast
gate replacement algorithms which simultaneously reduce the
leakage power and mitigate NBTI-induced circuit degradation.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized in the
following aspects.

1) For the first time, the gate replacement technique is used
for NBTI mitigation. Based on the basic gate replacement
technique, we first propose a direct gate replacement
(DGR) algorithm, and then propose a divide and conquer
based gate replacement (DCBGR) algorithm, to improve
the NBTI mitigation/leakage reduction achievement. The
complexity of DGR algorithm is in the worst case
and on average; while the complexity of DCBGR is

. Consequently, our algorithms, especially DCBGR
will serve well when circuit scale becomes larger.
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2) The experimental results show that both DGR and DCBGR
algorithms outperform pure IVC by 15%–30% with 5%
delay relaxation at time 0 for three different design goals:
for leakage power reduction only, for NBTI mitigation
only, and leakage/NBTI cooptimization.

3) Our experimental results show that: for larger circuits, IVC
technique is less effective, while INC through gate replace-
ment technique is more effective for leakage reduction.

4) We also investigate four key issues in gate replacement al-
gorithms. The NBTI-leakage sequence in cooptimiza-
tion should be correct; To get an optimal solution, the
delay relaxation at time 0 should be well chosen; The
tradeoff between leakage and NBTI should be well bal-
anced; The impact of RAS (ratio of active and standby
time) on delay improvement is large, but on leakage im-
provement is very small.

5) Although the gate replacement technique is compatible
with standard cell design flow, the area penalty remains a
problem. The DCBGR algorithm results for leakage reduc-
tion only/NBTI mitigation only show that the area penalty
for leakage reduction is on average 11.08%, while that for
NBTI mitigation is on average 4.18%. The area penalty for
leakage reduction is much larger than that for NBTI miti-
gation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the NBTI/leakage model and the cosimulation flow.
Section III presents the basic gate replacement technique
for both leakage reduction and NBTI mitigation. Section IV
proposes our fast algorithms to simultaneously reduce leakage
power and mitigate NBTI effect. Section V evaluates our algo-
rithms with ISCAS85 benchmarks and some typical arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) circuits. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section presents the NBTI modeling and the leakage
modeling, as well as the NBTI/leakage cosimulation framework
used in our research.

A. Degradation Model Under NBTI Effect

Depending on the bias condition of pMOS transistor, NBTI
has two phases: stress phase and recovery phase. In the stress
phase , the holes in the channel weaken the Si-H
bonds, which results in the generation of the positive interface
charges and the hydrogen species. Correspondingly, threshold
voltage of the pMOS transistor increases. During the re-
covery phase , the interface traps can be annealed
by the hydrogen species and thus, degradation is
partially recovered. If a pMOS device is always under stress
condition, it is referred as static NBTI. Otherwise, both stress
and recovery exist during active circuit operation, it is described
as dynamic NBTI.

Based on the reaction-diffusion (R-D) mechanism, Alam et
al. proposed analytical models for NBTI-induced degradation
in the first stress and recovery periods [5], [6]. The transistor
threshold voltage increase caused by positive interface charges
generation was analyzed in [10], [11]. An analytical model for
multicycle dynamic NBTI model was proposed in [12], where a
recursion formula was used to evaluate the NBTI effect. [7], [9]

Fig. 4. Threshold voltage degradation model verification for both static and
dynamic NBTI [9].

proposed a predictive NBTI model, which described the impact
of various process and design parameters on the NBTI effect.

Furthermore, the real time NBTI model was developed in [9],
[40]. A long-term prediction model is derived for both static and
dynamic NBTI in [9]

Static:

Dynamic: (1)

where and are functions of voltage, temperature, stress
time and signal probability.

The proposed model is verified by 65- and 90-nm silicon data,
as shown in Fig. 4. From the right figure, we know that for dy-
namic NBTI, there is a sudden change at the beginning of the
recovery phase, which has a significant impact on the estimation
of the NBTI degradation. This sudden drop can be explained by
the fast diffusion in the gate dielectric or trapping/detrapping.
Using static NBTI model, which ignores the recovery phase, to
predict degradation for a gate operating under dynamic con-
dition will lead to a dramatic overestimation in the degra-
dation. Therefore, the exact amount of degradation relies on the
period of time in which the circuit stays in stress or recovery.

Fig. 5 shows prediction by the proposed model. Note
that there is a big difference between the static and dynamic
NBTI, even the signal probability in the dynamic model is close
to 1, which means the pMOS transistors are under stress mode
during most of the time, the degradation will be still less than the
static case. This happens because the recovery is a highly non-
linear function of time, even small periods of recovery results
in significant reduction in the threshold voltage. Latest silicon
measurements [41], [42] have shown this behavior of NBTI, and
our model provides accurate prediction for both static and dy-
namic NBTI. Therefore, the simple static analysis may cause an
extremely pessimistic estimation of the NBTI-induced degra-
dation and consequently, resulting in over-margining in the de-
sign stage. On the contrary, only dynamic NBTI model for the
total lifetime without considering the static NBTI effect during
the standby time may lead to an underestimation of NBTI-in-
duced performance degradation. In this paper, we use dynamic
NBTI model in the active time and static NBTI model in the
standby time. Note that our work in this paper does not con-
strained by using the R-D NBTI model, and other NBTI models
can also be used. Actually, the physical explanation of NBTI
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Fig. 5. Static and dynamic NBTI degradation for different input signal proba-
bilities.

is still under investigation by the research community. For ex-
ample, in addition to R-D theory, trapping/detrapping mecha-
nism is also used to explain the NBTI effect [43]–[46]. The pro-
posed simulation flow and gate replacement techniques in this
work is compatible with the models derived by other theories,
such as trapping/detrapping mechanism.

Recently, Zheng et al. [47] has analyzed the impact of the
active-standby sequence and the initial condition on NBTI-in-
duced degradation ratio. The results indicate that NBTI under
low switching activity is relative insensitive to the initial con-
dition and the active-standby sequence (the error ratio is less
than 5%–10%). Consequently, in this paper, we only consider
the RAS (ratio of active and standby time) but not the detailed
active-standby sequences.

The delay difference due to is given by [11], [14]

(2)

where is the original delay of gate which can be extracted
from the commercial STA tools. There could be several
of different pMOS’s in one gate. In such cases, we just select
the largest one to calculate the gate delay degradation, which is
the worst case delay degradation for the gate.

B. Leakage Power Modeling

A leakage lookup table is created by simulating all the cell
types in the standard cell library under all possible input pat-
terns. Thus, the leakage power can be expressed as

(3)

where and are the leakage current
(including subthreshold and gate leakage current) and the prob-
ability of gate under input pattern input. Along the circuit life
time, the circuit leakage power will be smaller due to the NBTI-
induced shifts. We take the leakage power at the starting
time of the circuit, which is of the maximum value, as the de-
sign objective to be optimized.

C. Different Input Vector Dependency of NBTI and Leakage

Both the NBTI and leakage mechanisms have dependencies
on the technology and design parameters related to the gate

drive. The NBTI effect on a pMOS transistor depends on
and the stress time (duty cycle), which are both related to the
input state of a gate. Consequently, all 1’s will be the best input
pattern with the smallest NBTI-induced degradation for all gate
types. However, leakage power varies among different input
vectors. Our previous work [21] has simulated all the cells in
a commercial 65-nm library, and find out that the best case
input patterns to reduce leakage power for NAND/AND/INV gates
are all 0’s at the inputs, while for NOR/OR/BUF gates are all
1’s. Therefore, although both the NBTI and leakage depend
on the input patterns, we can see the discrepancy: for NAND/
AND/INV gates, the input pattern for minimum leakage will lead
to worst NBTI-induced delay degradation; on the contrary, for
NOR/OR/BUF gates, the input pattern for minimum leakage will
lead to best case NBTI-induced delay degradation. Therefore,
we have to get a thorough control of internal node states through
the INC techniques, so that the internal node states can be care-
fully chosen to meet both leakage power and lifetime require-
ments.

D. NBTI/Leakage Cosimulation Flow

Fig. 6 shows our NBTI/leakage cosimulation flow. For a
given circuit, a commercial static timing analysis tool is firstly
used to generate the potential critical paths (PCPs). When the
circuit is in the active mode, statistical information for input
signal probability (SP) is used to generate the internal node SP.
When the circuit is in the standby mode, a logic simulator is
used to generate the voltage level of each internal node. The
active time internal node SP and the standby time internal node
states are used to estimate the NBTI-induced degradation
through transistor level NBTI model. The leakage power is
estimated based on the input vector aware leakage lookup
tables. Based on the degradation estimation and the original
timing libraries, a fast path-based NBTI-aware timing analysis
is performed. We modify the input vector generation module to
implement our gate replacement algorithms.

Note that the proposed flow is not constrained by how the
NBTI effect is modeled: one can use NBTI modeling based on
R-D theory (as we do in this work) or use NBTI modeling based
on trapping/detrapping mechanism [43]–[46].

III. GATE REPLACEMENT (GR) TECHNIQUE

The gate replacement technique is to replace a gate
by another corresponding library gate [32], [34],
where is the input vector of gate is the sleep signal
of the circuit, such that it follows:

1) , when the circuit is active ;
2) has smaller leakage power or can serve as an in-

ternal node control point to mitigate NBTI effect when the
circuit is standby .

1) Gate Replacement for NBTI: The NBTI effect on a pMOS
transistor depends on the stress condition: and stress time,
which are both related to the input state of a gate. Consequently,
all 1’s will be the best input pattern with the smallest NBTI-in-
duced degradation for all gate types. Fig. 7 is an example that
shows how to mitigate NBTI-induced degradation by gate re-
placement. In Fig. 7(1), the NAND2 gate ’s delay will be larger
if ’s output is “0” at the circuit standby time. Through the gate
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Fig. 6. NBTI and leakage cosimulation flow.

replacement technique, we replace by an NAND3 gate so that
its output is changed to be “1” when the circuit is standby, hence
the NBTI effect on is mitigated. However, if the gate is
not an NAND gate, for example, an AND2 gate (Fig. 7(2)), and
its input logics are not all 1’s during the standby time, then the
replacement of is ineffective ( ’s output will not change to
be “1” unless all its inputs are 1’s). In this case, we will consider
all the fan-in gates of , and try to make all these fan-in gates’
output be 1’s; then the output logic of will change to be “1”.
Note that the replaced fan-in gates of may not be in the crit-
ical paths at all. Consider an NOR gate in Fig. 7(3), its output will
not change to be “1” unless all its inputs are 0’s. So we consider
all the fan-in gates of , and try to make all these fan-in gates’
output be 0’s. This case is similar to Fig. 7(2). In this work, after
replacing one gate , we will calculate the delay of critical path
in which locates, if the replacement of does have negative
effect to the path delay (for example, Fig. 7(3) may produce this
problem), then the replacement of is canceled. The replace-
ment of other gate types are not illustrated in detail, and they are
similar to Fig. 7.

Gate replacement technique is adopted to change the behavior
of transistors/gates. More exactly, the effect of INC can be sum-
marized “when the circuit is standby, it breaks stress state to
complete-non-stress state of one gate/transistor (bring the input
“0” to “1”)”, so INC can drastically (but not partly) solve NBTI
of one gate/transistor during the standby mode.

2) Gate Replacement for Leakage [33], [34]: We also call a
gate at its worst leakage state (WLS) [34] when its input vector
leads to the largest leakage power. Fig. 8 shows how to replace
an NAND2 gate to reduce its leakage power. The NAND2 gate is at
its WLS with leakage power 775.94 pW, when its input is “11”.
We replace it by an NAND3 gate, of which the leakage power
is 88.496 pW during the standby time. Then we can save up to
88.60% of the leakage power. (the result is based on the 45-nm
library [48]).

Fig. 7. Gate replacement examples for NBTI mitigation.

Fig. 8. Gate replacement example for leakage reduction.

3) Overhead Analysis of Gate Replacement: From the de-
sign view, the gate replacement technique does not require gate
structure modification and is compatible with the current stan-
dard cell based design flow. This technique can also be com-
bined with optimal input vectors at the primary inputs to get the
optimal results for leakage reduction and NBTI mitigation.

The gate replacement technique introduces delay, power,
and area overhead. Such overhead, however, can be controlled
by adding delay and area constraints in the optimization algo-
rithms, or by performing transistor resizing [34]. In this paper,
the delay constraint is set to be less than 5% of the original
delay increase at time 0 after gate replacement. From our
experimental results, although the delay requirement at time
0 is relaxed, we will get a better circuit delay during most of
the circuit operation time. For power overhead, the dynamic
power overhead is trivial [34], because the sleep signal remains
constant at both active and standby mode.

The sleep signal generation and distribution is a general
problem for all the circuits which have two working states: ac-
tive and standby. Since our experiments are performed in logic
level, we do not have the place and route information to get the
power and area overhead of sleep signal. Such issues should
be carefully handled at the physical design stage, together with
other standby time leakage reduction techniques.

Gate replacement and other INC techniques are effective for
gates in standby mode. When the circuit is active, they do not
change any gate outputs and the circuit maintains the original
function. Consequently, INC techniques provide no benefit in
active time. In other words, the benefits of INC techniques are
independent of the input signal probability, but depend on the
length of the standby time.

IV. GATE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

In this section, we propose our two fast gate replacement al-
gorithms: DGR algorithm and DCBGR algorithm.
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Fig. 9. Pseudo code for DGR algorithm.

A. DGR Algorithm

Similar to the previous gate replacement algorithm [34], there
are also two key steps for the DGR: 1) get the optimal input
vector for circuits and 2) gate replacement based on the optimal
input vector. We follow the two steps and amend the previous
algorithm to further consider NBTI induced circuit degradation
together with leakage power.

1) Get the Optimal Input Vector: An optimal input vector
is chosen from 10 K random input vector search. Since we are
considering the NBTI effect and leakage power simultaneously,
the object function is as follows:

(4)

where is the circuit delay after 10 years; is the
circuit leakage power at time 0, which is the maximum leakage
during the circuit lifetime. and are two weight constants for
circuit designers to balance the leakage power requirement and
circuit lifetime requirement. The best leakage and circuit delay
results of random search are used as our reference for evaluating
the results of the gate replacement algorithms.

2) Direct Gate Replacement Based on the Optimal Input
Vector: In the DGR algorithm, we first arrange all the gates
in the circuit into a topological order. The topological order
guarantees that when we evaluate a gate, all its predecessor
gates have been already considered. Then all the gates are
evaluated one by one according to this order. The detailed
algorithm is shown in Fig. 9. First, all the critical paths and
the gates near the critical paths (the path whose delay is more
then 90% of the maximum path delay is called “near-critical
path”. In the below, we will call both critical and near-critical
gates as “critical gates”) are investigated to mitigate the NBTI

effect, and then we evaluate other gates in the circuits to further
reduce the leakage power.

NBTI mitigation in and near the critical paths (line 1–13):
In the NBTI mitigation part, when we consider a gate in the
topological order, the ’s critical fan-in gate in the critical
path is first selected. To mitigate the effect of NBTI in the critical
path, the output value of should be “1”. If the output of is
“0” and there is a corresponding library gate that can replace

, then we temporarily replace by (line 5). After this
replacement, if the output logic is changed to be “1”, then we
mark the replacement of . Else the output is not changed to
be “1”, then we will find all the fan-in gates of gate , and try
to replace them according to ’s type, to make the output logic
of be “1” (line 9–12).

Leakage power reduction (line 14–32): After the gate re-
placement for NBTI mitigation, all the gates are visited by a
topological order again. This part is modified from [34]. We skip
the gates that: 1) are not at WLS or 2) are in critical paths and
their outputs will be changed after replacement or 3) have al-
ready been visited, until we find a new gate at its WLS (line
15–17). Then we temporarily replace and keep a set that
includes all the unvisited gates affected by the replacement of

. All the newly added gates in are temporarily replaced
(line 18–24). The total leakage change caused by the replace-
ment and the circuit delay at time 0 are calculated (line 25).
If there is leakage reduction and the circuit delay satisfies the
requirement (5% delay relaxation at time 0 caused by gate re-
placement is allowed), all the gates in the set are marked as
replaced and visited (line 26–28). Otherwise we only mark
as visited (line 29). This algorithm will not finish until all the
gates have been visited.

Complexity analysis: In the DGR algorithm, each gate is
evaluated by the topological order, the loop is linear to , the
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total gates number in the circuit. When we consider a gate for
NBTI mitigation or leakage reduction, all ’s fan-in gates or
fan-out gates may be investigated. In the leakage reduction part
[34], a set is used to include gate and all its fan-out gates
in most cases. In the worst case, may include all the gates
in the circuit. Consequently, the complexity of this algorithm is

in the worst case and on average, where is
the maximum fan-out/fan-in number of the gates in the circuit.

B. DCBGR Algorithm

Although DGR algorithm described in the previous subsec-
tion can achieve better results compared with the results of pure
IVC technique, the complexity is which is not scalable
when the circuit size becomes larger. The optimal input vector
generation phase is also time-consuming. On the other hand,
since the DGR algorithm is performed based on an initial input
vector, and the NBTI mitigation part and leakage reduction part
are performed step-by-step, so the final optimization results may
still have a gap with the optimal ones.

We further propose a DCBGR algorithm based on the im-
proved gate replacement algorithm in [33]: 1) the circuit is first
divided into several tree circuits; 2) the dynamic programming
algorithm is performed on each tree circuit to achieve better re-
sults faster for both NBTI and leakage; 3) we assign new values
of dangling nodes in the whole circuit, and continue to perform
the algorithm until it converges.

1) Divide the Circuit Into Tree Circuits: In the beginning, we
divide the circuit into tree circuits by deleting some connections
between gates until every gate fans out to at most one gate. For
example, if a gate has fan-outs to gates ,
we keep only one connection and delete the other con-
nections. We keep the connection that has the longest path from

to the outputs of the circuit. After deleting the connections,
there are many dangling inputs. In this algorithm, all the dan-
gling inputs always equal to the output of their fan-in gates be-
fore deleting the connections.

2) Input Vector Selection and Gate Replacement for Each
Tree Circuit: Based on the previous tree-based gate replacement
algorithm [33], we develop an improved dynamic algorithm to
generate an optimal input vector together with gate replacement
for tree circuits. The detailed algorithm is shown in Fig. 10, and
the variables used in Fig. 10 are shown in Table I.

For each tree circuit, all the gates in the tree circuit are vis-
ited by the topological order. If the gate is a primary input signal,
then all its property values are set to be initial values (line 2–4).
When we are visiting an internal gate , all its valid input
vector combinations will be evaluated (line 5). For each valid
input combination, we calculate the corresponding total leakage
power of all the fan-in subtrees of (line 7), as well as the
maximum arrival time of considering all its fan-in subtrees
(line 8). Using the object function (4), the minimum object func-
tion value and the corresponding optimal subtree leakage power
and subtree delay rooted at are calculated considering all the
valid input combinations of ; meanwhile, the corresponding
optimal input vector of the tree circuit can be also calculated
(line 9–13). Then gate replacement is considered. If is a crit-
ical gate, it is considered to mitigate NBTI effect (line 14–27),
else it is considered to reduce leakage power (line 28–33). If it

Fig. 10. Pseudo code for DCBGR algorithm for a tree circuit.

TABLE I
VARIABLES USED IN FIG. 10

is critical, the gate replacement for NBTI mitigation part (line
14–27) is almost the same as the NBTI mitigation part in DGR
algorithm (line 1–13 in Fig. 9); else it will be temporarily re-
placed to reduce leakage power (line 28–33), this part is as
same as [33], and is a constant to control the area and
delay increase penalty caused by gate replacement. If there is
leakage reduction by replacing , then we mark the replace-
ment . After gate replacement, all the property
values of replaced gates and all the fan-out gates of replaced
gates must be recalculated (line 20, 27, 33).

After all the gates in the tree circuit are evaluated, the optimal
input vector of the tree circuit is judged by the object function
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Fig. 11. Example of DCBGR algorithm for NBTI and leakage mitigation.

value of the last gate in the tree circuit (line 36), which is also
the primary output gate of the tree circuit. At last we calculate
Rep of each gate in a reverse topological order, which indicates
whether each gate will be replaced or not.

3) Assign New Dangling Values and Perform the Algorithm
Until It Converges: When we get the input vector of each tree
circuit, the input vector of the whole circuit is also obtained.
A logic simulator is used to calculate the logic value of each
gate. Then the dangling inputs are assigned with new values
again. If there are any dangling inputs that have been changed,
the algorithm will be repeated from the most anterior gate in
the topological order with new dangling input values until the
algorithm generates the same input vector, then the algorithm
converges. Otherwise if an input vector that has been appeared
previously is generated, which means the algorithm repeats and
will not converge to one input vector; we will stop the search,
and choose the best input vector in one iteration cycle.

Complexity analysis: In the DCBGR algorithm, each gate
is also evaluated by the topological order. For a critical gate,
its critical fan-in gate or all the fan-in gates of its critical fan-in
gate need to be considered. For a noncritical gate, only the gate
itself needs to be considered. So the complexity of the DCBGR
algorithm is in the worst case, which is smaller than that
of the DGR algorithm, where is the maximum fan-in number
of the gates in the circuit.

C. C17 Circuit as an Example of DCBGR Algorithm

Fig. 11 illustrates an example of the DCBGR algorithm for
circuit C17 (at 45-nm technology node). In the beginning, we
divide the circuit into tree circuits by deleting the connections
in Fig. 11(1). , and have dangling inputs. If the initial
input vector of the circuit is set to all 0’s then the value of these
dangling inputs are “011”, we set “011” to these dangling inputs
as their initial values in Fig. 11(2).

Then we run the algorithm for two different object functions:
leakage power reduction only and NBTI mitigation only. The
critical paths are marked thick in Fig. 11(5). If NBTI mitigation
is considered, the internal node values along these paths should
be “1” as more as possible. Then the dynamic algorithm will
generate the optimal input vectors for different object functions
for the first time [see Fig. 11(3)]. With the new input vector,
we calculate all the logic values in the circuit and assign new
dangling inputs in Fig. 11(4). With the new dangling inputs,
the algorithm is repeated again until the algorithm converges to

TABLE II
DCBGR RESULTS FOR C17 CIRCUIT(AT 45-nm TECHNOLOGY NODE,

��� � � � �� �� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K, � � 10 YEAR)

the same optimal input vectors for different object functions as
shown in Fig. 11(5).

The best leakage input for NAND2 is “10”, however the best
NBTI input for NAND2 is “11”. Hence, the optimal input vector
for leakage is “10010” while the optimal input vector for NBTI
is “11000”. In the NBTI mitigation example, all the internal
nodes on the critical paths are set to be “1” when the circuit
is standby. Note that in this example, there is no gate replaced,
because we set the 5% constraint of circuit delay increase at
time 0, if any gate in C17 is replaced, then the circuit delay will
exceed this constraint.

The detailed results are listed in Table II. is the original
delay at time 0. is the circuit delay after 10 years. is
the leakage power at time 0. The optimal result for NBTI can
save the circuit degradation from 15.14% to 1.24%, since the
NBTI effect are eliminated when the circuit is standby. The op-
timal result for leakage power shows 28.6% reduction compared
with the result for NBTI mitigation only.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Implementation

We implement our NBTI/Leakage cosimulation flow and
the gate replacement algorithms by . A commercial static
timing analysis tool, PrimeTime from Synopsys, is used to
perform the timing analysis and generate the timing report,
as well as the internal node signal probabilities. Benchmark
circuits are synthesized using an open cell library (45 nm) [48]
that are based on the PTM 45-nm transistor model [49]. Some
key technology parameters are: 0.8 V; 0.18 V
for both nMOS and pMOS transistors; 1.1 nm. ISCAS85
benchmark and some arithmetic component circuits are used
to evaluate our algorithms. The active time temperature
and standby time temperature are both set to be 378
K corresponding to the worst-case NBTI-induced degradation
and leakage power. Ratio of active and standby time (RAS) is
set to be 1:9. We set input probabilities of all the input nodes to
0.5 for simplicity. The circuit lifetime is set to be 10 years.

B. Experimental Results

1) Potential Analysis: We define the theoretic upper bound
for NBTI-induced circuit delay degradation is the max-
imum delay degradation when all the internal nodes are all 0’s
during circuit standby time; while the theoretic lower bound for
NBTI-induced circuit delay degradation is the minimum
delay degradation when all the internal nodes are all 1’s during
the circuit standby time. Of course, in a realistic design, there
exists no such input vector that makes the internal nodes all
1’s or all 0’s, so and only define the maximum pos-
sible upper and lower bounds of NBTI-induced degradation, and
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TABLE III
THEORETIC BOUNDS, POTENTIAL ANALYSIS AND THE RESULTS OF INPUT

VECTOR RANDOM SEARCH. (��� � � � �� �� � 	�
� � � � �

378 K, � � 10 YEAR)

show the maximum potential of standby time NBTI mitigation
techniques.

Table III (column 4–6) shows the theoretic bounds and
potential analysis of 23 benchmark circuits, where (column
3) is the circuit delay at time 0. From this table, for each
circuit, the upper bound is around about 49% and the lower
bound is around about 4%, and the difference between
and , which means the maximum
potential of standby time NBTI mitigation techniques, is around
about 90%. We also compare the results between the average
results and the results of larger circuits . For
potential analysis of standby time NBTI mitigation techniques,
the average results and larger circuits results are almost the
same.

We also calculate the theoretic NBTI improvement ratio
through gate replacement technique. Assume that there are

gates on a path, the intrinsic delay of each gate is on
average; after , the delay increase caused by NBTI of
each gate is % on average. So without any NBTI mitigation
techniques, the NBTI-induced degradation of this path after

is also %. We further assume that the gate delay will
increase % when it is replaced, the maximum number of gates
that can be replaced on the path is , the delay constraint at
time 0 is %. To ensure the delay constraint, which means

% % must be limited by ,
where is the rounding function. After replacing gates, the
parh delay degradation after is %
(this equation ignores the active NBTI, because it’s much lower
than the standby NBTI). The NBTI improvement through gate
replacement technique is about:

% (5)

This equation indicates that the approximative average NBTI
improvement ratio through gate replacement technique is the
product of (the percentage of gates that can be replaced
on the path) and (the average improvement of re-
placing one gate). Since , when is suffi-
ciently large .

In this paper, % 5%; the delay increase of one gate caused
by gate replacement is about % 5% 25% for different cell
types, the average is about 10%–15%, the NBTI-induced delay
degradation of one gate is about 30% 50%, so the im-
provement ratio of gate replacement technique is approximately
25%–50%. Since different circuits contain different cell types
and have different structures, the improvement of each circuit
may drastically vary. Furthermore, in most of our benchmark
circuits, there are much more AND/NAND gates than OR/NOR

gates, and the delay increase caused by replacement of AND/
NAND (less than 10%) is much smaller than that of OR/NOR

(15%–25%). In addition, from Fig. 7 we can see that some
non-critical gates may be replaced to mitigate NBTI (their delay
relaxation will not contribute to the % circuit delay relaxation),
so the optimal results may be larger than 25%–50%.

2) Input Vector Random Search: Table III (column 7–10)
also shows the results of 10 K input vector random search for all
the 23 benchmark circuits. and are the worst case and
best case NBTI-induced delay after 10 years generated by IVC.

and are the worst case and best case leakage power
at time 0. The difference of NBTI induced delay degradation
is on average 20.89% of the original delay; meanwhile the best
leakage power can save on average 10.68% compared with the
worst case leakage power. The results of larger circuits show
that the IVC is less effective for larger circuits.

3) DGR Algorithm: Table IV shows the DGR optimization
results for leakage reduction only and NBTI mitigation only.

is the delay improvement after 10 years. is the
leakage improvement at time 0. is the circuit area increase
caused by gate replacement; Rep is the gate replacement ratio;

is the delay increase at time 0 caused by gate replacement.
The leakage and NBTI improvements are compared with the
best results of Random Search in Table III ( and ),
respectively, because the NBTI mitigation only algorithm and
leakage reduction only algorithm are based on the minimum
delay vector (MDV) and minimum leakage vector (MLV), re-
spectively.

Our DGR algorithm can outperform the pure IVC about
14.03% and 29.53% for leakage reduction only and NBTI mit-
igation only respectively. For larger circuits, we have slightly
more leakage saving, because there are more noncritical gates
in larger circuits and they may be replaced to reduce leakage
power. However, for larger circuits, the NBTI improvement
is smaller than the average value. Because in larger circuits,
there are more critical paths or near-critical paths. If we want
to mitigation NBTI-induced circuit delay degradation, all the
critical paths and the near-critical paths need to be considered
to mitigate NBTI-induced degradation, and it is more difficult
than smaller circuits, which have fewer critical paths and
near-critical paths.

We also evaluate the runtime, area penalty , replace-
ment ratio (Rep) and delay penalty at time . The runtime
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF DGR ALGORITHM. (��� � � � �� �� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K, � � 10 YEAR) (FOR LEAKAGE/NBTI ONLY

ALGORITHM, �� � �� � ��� ����� �� � �		%�� � �� � �� � � ���� � � �� � �		%; FOR COOPTIMIZATION,
�� � ��� ��� ����� �� � �		%�� � ��� �� �� ���� � � �		%. WHERE �� AND � ARE THE BSET CASE LEAKAGE AND

CIRCUIT DELAY OF IVC RESPECTIVELY FROM TABLE III, �� AND � ARE THE COOPTIMIZATION RESULTS OF IVC, �� IS THE LEAKAGE POWER AFTER

GATE REPLACEMENT, � IS THE CIRCUIT DELAY AT � WITHOUT GATE REPLACEMENT, � IS THE CIRCUIT DELAY AT � AFTER GATE REPLACEMENT)

grows fast when the circuit becomes larger. For C6288, we may
need about two hours. For leakage reduction only, the area in-
crease and replacement ratio is much more than that for NBTI
mitigation only, because for NBTI, only critical or near critical
gates need to be considered, but for leakage reduction, all the
rest gates need to be considered. The delay penalty at time 0 is
less than 5% in our algorithm.

Table IV also shows the DGR optimization results for simul-
taneous leakage reduction and NBTI mitigation. Since DGR
algorithm is based on the optimal input vector, the delay and
leakage improvements are compared with the cooptimization
results of Random Search: and . and are
generated using a weighted object function ((4)) where leakage
power and NBTI mitigation are treated with equivalent impor-
tance. Although IVC technique can simultaneously mitigate
NBTI and reduce leakage, our DGR performs better: 14.78%
more leakage saving and 21.03% more delay compensation.
The results also shows that the leakage reduction results for
larger circuits are better than the average results, NBTI miti-
gation results are worse than the average; while larger circuits
will introduce larger area penalty since more gates are replaced.

The impact of NBTI-leakage sequence on the results: In
the DGR algorithm, we firstly mitigate NBTI degradation in and
near critical paths, and then reduce leakage power. We also an-
alyze the case that the order of the two operations is exchanged,
which means we firstly reduce leakage power, and then mitigate
NBTI degradation. We get on average 8.04% leakage reduc-
tion and 14.14% delay compensation by the order-exchanged
DGR algorithm compared with IVC. However, Fig. 12 illus-

trates the difference between the original DGR and the order-ex-
changed DGR algorithms. It shows that on average the results
of order-exchanged DGR algorithm are worse than that of the
original DGR algorithm. The reason is explained as follows.
In the original DGR algorithm, NBTI mitigation is first imple-
mented, after this operation, all the critical gates’ logic values
are fixed, and their values are beneficial to mitigate NBTI-in-
duced degradation; then in the leakage reduction operation, it
will not change these values and ensure the critical path delay.
On the contrary, if the leakage reduction is firstly implemented,
the critical logic values may be changed, so we may have more
serious NBTI-induced degradation.

The impact of delay relaxation at time 0 on the results:
Gate replacement will increase the circuit delay at time 0. In
our simulation, less than 5% of circuit delay increase at time
0 is allowed. Here we analyze the impact of delay relaxation
at time 0 on NBTI and leakage improvement. Fig. 13 shows the
delay and leakage improvement under different delay relaxation
at time 0 for C5315. The figure shows that the more delay re-
laxation is, the more delay and leakage improvement will be,
since more replaced gate will lead to less leakage and smaller
NBTI degradation. However, more delay relaxation at time 0
means the circuit delay is larger at the earlier time. Fig. 14 shows
the NBTI-induced delay after gate replacement under different
delay relaxation at time 0. It indicates that the circuit delay at
time 0 has large impact on the circuit performance for about
10 s (120 days). To get a tradeoff between the circuit delay
at time 0 and after 10 years, we prefer the 5% delay relax-
ation at time 0 in our simulation. The -axis of Fig. 14 is log-
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Fig. 12. Difference between the original and the order-exchanged DGR algo-
rithms. For most cases the original DGR algorithm is better than the order-ex-
changed DGR algorithm. (��� � � � �� �� � 	�
� � � � �

378 K, � � 10 year).

Fig. 13. Leakage and NBTI improvement under different delay relaxation at
time 0. (��� � � � ���� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K, � � 10
year).

arithmic, so we can see that we have a short time (about 120
days) working in the increased delay state and have a long time
10 year 120 day 9.6 year working in the decreased delay

state. Our technique keeps the circuit work in the decreased
delay state during almost of the circuit life time.

The impact of the lifetime/leakage requirements on the re-
sults: Fig. 15 shows the DGR results for C880 under different
weighted object function [different weight ratio in the ob-
ject function (4)]. The figure shows that the value of weight ratio

has large impact on the DGR algorithm results. If
is small, which means the leakage has larger weight than the
delay in the object function, then we get more leakage reduc-
tion but more NBTI-induced delay degradation, vice versa. So
if the NBTI and the leakage are considered simultaneously, the
tradeoff between the leakage power requirement and the circuit
lifetime requirement should be well balanced by designers.

4) DCBGR Algorithm: Table V shows the optimization re-
sults of DCBGR algorithm for leakage reduction only and NBTI
mitigation only. The results are compared with the best results
of random search in Table III ( and ), respectively. The
DCBGR results are better than those of DGR algorithm, while

Fig. 14. NBTI-induced delay after gate replacement under different delay re-
laxation at time 0. (��� � � � ���� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K,
� � 10 year).

Fig. 15. Leakage and NBTI-induced degradation after DGR algorithm under
different weighted object function. (��� � � � ���� � 	�
� � �

� � 378 K, � � 10 year).

the DCBGR algorithm can save on average more than 10 run-
time compared with the previous DGR algorithm. For leakage
reduction only, DCBGR can achieve on average 23.47% leakage
power saving while DGR result is 14.03%. For NBTI mitigation
only, DCBGR can compensate on average 51.75% NBTI-in-
duced circuit degradation, while DGR result is 29.53%.

Table V also shows the optimization results of DCBGR al-
gorithm for leakage reduction and NBTI mitigation simulta-
neously. The delay and leakage improvements are compared
with the cooptimization results of Random Search: and

(shown in Table IV). Our DCBGR algorithm can reduce
15.44% more leakage power and mitigate 22.57% more NBTI-
induced degradation than pure IVC technique. For larger cir-
cuits, leakage reduction ratio is more than the average and NBTI
mitigation ratio is less than the average, which is consistent
with our previous findings. From the DGR and DCBGR results,
the area overhead for leakage reduction is larger than that for
NBTI mitigation, since algorithm for leakage will consider all
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF DCBGR ALGORITHM. (��� � � � �� �� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K, � � 10 YEAR) (FOR LEAKAGE/NBTI ONLY

ALGORITHM, �� � �� � ��� ����� �� � �		%�� � �� � �� � � ���� � � �� � �		%; FOR COOPTIMIZATION,
�� � ��� ��� ����� �� � �		%�� � ��� �� �� ���� �� �� � �		%, WHERE �� AND � ARE THE BSET CASE LEAKAGE

AND CIRCUIT DELAY OF IVC RESPECTIVELY FROM TABLE III, �� AND � ARE THE COOPTIMIZATION RESULTS OF IVC FROM TABLE IV, �� IS THE

LEAKAGE POWER AFTER GATE REPLACEMENT, � IS THE CIRCUIT DELAY AT � WITHOUT GATE REPLACEMENT, � IS THE CIRCUIT DELAY AT

� AFTER GATE REPLACEMENT)

the gates in the circuit; while that for NBTI only considers the
critical and near-critical paths.

The impact of RAS on the results: We analyze the impact of
RAS on leakage and delay improvement by DCBGR algorithm
for cooptimization as shown in Fig. 16. Because the NBTI-in-
duced degradation ratio in active time is much higher than that
in standby time, while RAS becomes larger (i.e., the length of
standby time is shorter), the delay improvement will become
lower. For c880 circuit, the delay improvement varies from 19%
to 3.3% when RAS varies from 1:9 to 9:1. On the other hand,
the leakage improvement only increases a little (from 24.2% to
28.8%), because in this paper, we only consider the maximum
leakage, i.e., the leakage power at time 0. When the delay im-
provement becomes lower, we have more energy and slack to
reduce leakage power, so the leakage improvement increases
when RAS increases. This phenomenon from another point of
view indicates that the gate replacement technique is a standby
technique, it provides no more benefit when the circuit is active.

VI. CONCLUSION

Power and reliability have become two key design goals
with technology scaling down. In this paper, we have proposed
two gate replacement algorithms, for leakage power reduc-
tion and NBTI-induced aging effect mitigation, based on our
NBTI/leakage cosimulation platform. Both DGR algorithm
and DCBGR algorithm are capable to achieve better results

Fig. 16. Leakage and delay improvement under different RAS by DCBGR al-
gorithm for cooptimization. (�� � 	�
� � � � � 378 K, � �
10 year).

than pure IVC technique. The DCBGR algorithm with a com-
plexity of is much faster than the DGR algorithm. We
also analyze the overhead of gate replacement technique. The
area overhead for leakage power reduction is much larger than
that of NBTI mitigation. Less than 5% of circuit delay at time
0 caused by gate replacement techniques will lead to about
15%–30% delay degradation saving compared with the pure
IVC technique.
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This work provides a generic methodology to optimize the
circuit under NBTI and leakage concerns. In our current tech-
nology (65 and 45 nm), PBTI is still much lower than NBTI
and thus, we ignore that in performing the experiments. In the
future, if PBTI becomes comparable to NBTI, it could cancel
some benefit from the proposed technique and shifts the optimal
point.

If more gates in the circuit critical paths can achieve their best
leakage power with all 1’s as input, the circuit leakage power
will be further reduced during the NBTI optimization phase.
Hence, for future work, constrained logic synthesis combined
with the gate replacement technique may lead to better coopti-
mization results.
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